






Use the chat function to answer the following questions. 

Name, Gender Pronouns, Your organization, 
What’s something that is bringing you joy these days?



Use the chat function to answer the following question. 

 How are you feeling about moving your organizational 
racial equity work forward?



As the final offering in our four part learning series, this webinar 
will review best practices and tips for: 

1. Chartering and launching an internal racial equity core team
2. Getting started on racial equity action planning
3. Learning about white supremacy norms and organizational 

cultural change for racial equity
4. Getting set up for organizational action in 2020 with selected 

racial equity choice points 



Part 1: White Dominant Norms in Your Organization
- Introductory book chapter in White Fragility by Robin D’Angelo
- White Dominant Cultural Norms by Tema Okun

Part 2: Racial Equity Planning and Guide
Meeting with your colleagues, identifying an area of work and choice point, narrowing 
on a goal, and filling out sample workplan.



11am ET Welcome, Introductions and Tech Notes

11:10am Takeaways and Tools Thus Far 

11:15am Chartering a Racial Equity Core Team

11:35am Q&A - Part 1

11:45am Racial Equity Action Planning

12pm Organizational Culture and White Dominant Norms

12:10pm Q&A - Part 2

12:30pm Adjourn

● What you’ll need:
○ Homework Pre-Reading by Tema Okun
○ Your Choice Point and Goal identified through homework
○ Your completed Racial Equity Action Plan Grid
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• For large organizations, you may need a cross-departmental core 
team, along with department-level change teams.
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Secret to Success
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Download at RacialEquityAlliance.org (tools & resources tab)



Case Studies:



Time for Questions



Racial Equity 
Action Plans
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✔ Select some organization-wide goals or choice points related 
to racial equity – or put a race-frame on existing goals or 
strategic plans. Create working groups to address each goal.

✔ Ask each programmatic and operational area of your 
organization to select a goal or choice point related to racial 
equity to address this year, then develop and implement a plan 
to accomplish it.

✔ The collection of these goals becomes your organization-wide 
Racial Equity Action Plan.
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http://www.racialequityalliance.org/


Case Studies:



Organizational 
Culture Change



• Many arts organizations are predominantly white-led or 
have mostly white senior staff

• Philanthropy prioritizes white arts organizations so they 
have more resources than POC-led organizations 

• Arts programming often focuses on white artists and 
aesthetic/cultural traditions and attracts white audiences

• White dominant cultural norms impact everyone and can be 
manifested by everyone, not just white people.



• Culture determines our norms, behaviors and sets the 
parameters for what is acceptable 

• Culture determines what change “sticks” or becomes 
ingrained and sustainable.

• Organizational change efforts fail when group norms and 
culture are not addressed

• “Rubber-band effect”
• For racial equity, build a team, generate skills, resources, 

capacity, plan well — but do not forget how important culture 
can be!



• Perfectionism
• Sense of Urgency
• Defensiveness
• Worship of the Written 

Word  
• Either/or Thinking
• Power Hoarding
• Individualism 

• Progress is Bigger, Better
• Only One Right Way
• Paternalism
• Fear of Open Conflict
• I’m the Only One
• Objectivity
• Right to Comfort
• Quantity Over Quality

Source: Kennneth Jones and Tema Okun, dRworks, www.dismantlingracism.org



What patterns of white dominant norms do you see in 
your organization? 

Identify TWO norms from the Tema Okun resource that you 
notice in your organization and drop them in the chat.

Reflecting  White Supremacy Culture
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• Learn to recognize, understand, and discuss it
• Name specific cultural norms to interrupt regularly
• Solicit and tell stories about organizational norms and how 

they impact staff
• White staff can meet as an affinity group
• Get input from staff of color
• Set concrete goals and and plans
• Follow through and hold each other accountable
• Create new practices, standards, habits
• Institute and model new behaviors



• Normalize conversations about race

• Counteract white supremacy culture and practices

• Keep racial equity at the forefront

• Center and prioritize people of color
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Think back on the 2 norms that you identified. Pick one of 
the two and then reflect: 

What is something you can do to interrupt/change this norm 
in your organization? 

Reflecting  White Supremacy Culture
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Case Studies:



Time for Questions
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Racial Justice is the systematic 
fair treatment of people of all races 

that results in equitable opportunities 
and outcomes for everyone.

Racial Justice: Our Definition



Cultural Justice: Our Definition


